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www.jrsgroupltd.com

The JRS Group have developed a reputation of innovation, quality and reliability both in 

manufacturing and project installation.

We have built lasting relationships with many of our clients who are based in the UK 

and throughout the world. At JRS we provide a complete interior fit out service from 

initial consultation with Designers then developing the concept to working prototypes, 

manufacturing, installation through to the overall execution of individual projects or rollouts.
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Welcome to the JRS Group yearbook which 
features innovative and exciting projects carried out 
by my company.

We have always been aware, and now even more so, of the way 

in which our ultimate customers are enticed into the world that you 

create for them. They are concerned with our fragile environment 

and John Richards have been proud to be innovators in the use of 

sustainable products and we will continue to push these boundaries 

with our world wide supplier base. 

The speed of contracts continues to be faster, quality higher, cost 

lower, lead times shorter at JRS we are investing to accommodate 

all these requirements using technology along with a highly 

motivated and flexible workforce –once unthinkable now a reality. We 

understand the investments you are making in storefitting and we will 

endeavour to maximise your financial expenditure. 

 

On behalf of myself and my team of loyal and professional colleagues 

located throughout the UK I trust you enjoy this special book.

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you require any

further information.

Peter Richards
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1
Client: Moss Bros Group PLC
Location: The City, Blomfield Street, London, England
Designers: Household, London, England
Project: Moss Bespoke Tailoring
 
JRS was invited with Household Design and The Faces to assist in the creation of a new concept to reintroduce 
‘Bespoke Tailoring’ in the high street within a modern, vibrant and contemporary environment. 
 
Using a full palette of materials ranging from Walnut to Copper and specialist carpeting to enhance the ‘Bespoke 
Tailoring’ ensuring the concept delivers the experience to all customers. 

MOSS
BESpokE
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LK
BENNETT

2
Client: Lk Bennett, London, England
Locations: UK - USA
Designers: Four-by-Two, London, England
Project: St David’s Shopping Centre, Cardiff, Wales
  
LK Bennett continues to enthuse and excite its customers with spectacular products and interiors. JRS has been 
involved in continuing to assist with their expansion in the UK and USA. 

JRS were appointed main Contractor for the LKB store in St David’s Shopping Centre, a development from Land 
Securities, it features a spectacular glass shop front and the interior is an elegant yet contemporary design with all 
the shopfittings being manufactured by JRS. The use of specialist laminates, floor finishes, polished stainless steel 
and high gloss lacquered finishes ensured this eclectic mix created a classic store.
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3
Client: Mamas & papas, Huddersfield, England
Locations  UK - Worldwide
Designers: Four IV, London, England
project: Liverpool 1, England

Mamas & Papas, the UK’s acknowledge leader in nursery brand, appointed JRS as its main contractor to build a 
world class flagship store working with their in-house development team and designers Four IV. 

The creation of the two level retail environments incorporated every discipline within store fitting from creating a 
spectacular atrium with glass balustrades to bespoke designed stair case, architecturally fascinating ceilings through 
to specialist display systems.

JRS achieved the highest level of quality and continues its relationship with Mamas & Papas.

MAMAS
& PAPAS
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4

gANT

Client: Gant
Locations: Worldwide
Designers: Bratt Group, Sweden 
 Simons Design, England
project: gant, guildford, England

The gant premium lifestyle brand combines American casualness with European elegance, retailing from 330 stores 
in 70 countries. 

JRS were chosen to deliver a complete turnkey project to this prestigious High Street store in guildford, England 
with a combination of FSC Walnut timber and crafted veneers, lustre lacquer finishes and sculptured stainless steel 
through to an eclectic mix of ceramic and hand selected wood flooring, the ambiance and energy of the store 
achieves its international credentials.
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DIOR

5
Client: Dior 
Locations: Harrods, London
 Westfield, White City
Designers: Dior in house Architects’
 Ink Associates , London
Project: Dior Homme
 
As one of the World’s leading couture houses Dior selected JRS to manufacture, install and project manage the 
prestigious Concession in Harrods and the stand alone store in Westfield, its first in the Uk 
 
Exacting standard were the prerequisite for the projects, with an eye to detail from the engraving on Super Mirror 
Polished Stainless Steel with the Dior logo, to high gloss lacquers combined with a fusion of crystal glass to hand cut 
limestone floor tiles, 
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DIOR
SHoES

6
Client: Dior 
Locations: Harrods, London
 Westfield, White City
Designers: Dior in house Architects’
 Ink Associates , London
Project: Dior Homme
 
As one of the World’s leading couture houses Dior selected JRS to manufacture, install, project manage the 
Prestigious Shoe Concession in Harrods.
 
The exacting standards were the prerequisite for the project with an absolute focus on detail from the bespoke 
joinery elements, mirror polished stainless steel to the signage fitted onto crystal mirrors.
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7
Client: The organic pharmacy, London, England
Locations: UK - Worldwide
Designers: Sheridan & Co, London, England
Project: The Organic Pharmacy, Los Angeles, USA

The Organic Pharmacy is acknowledged as one of the world’s leaders in health and beauty products which are free 
from all toxic ingredients and their in-house dispensary will customise herbs to suit the individual needs of clients. 

JRS working with Sheridan & Co designers, have been involved in every element of shopfitting for The organic 
pharmacy as the main contractor for a full fit out combined with the manufacture, delivery and installation of fixtures 
to their stores throughout the world. 

Using an environmental friendly palette of materials from water based paints to sustainable FSC timber, we are 
committed to ensure the JRS environmental policy is in keeping with the ethos of The Organic Pharmacy.

THE oRgANIC
PHARMACY
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Client: grosvenor House Hotel, London, England,
Location: grosvenor House Hotel, London, England
Designers: Grosvenor House Design Team
project: Front Desk within the Entrance Lobby

As one of the most prestigious hotels in the world JRS carried out the manufacture and installation of the front desk 
within the spectacular lobby area.
 
Working with the existing theme of mahogany and Italian marble the project incorporated a customer friendly 
experience with special detailing to encapsulate the electronics and data screens. 

gRoSVENoR
HoUSE
HoTEL

8
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9
Client: JW Steak House, London, England
Locations: JW Marriott Hotel, London, England
Designers: Caruso Design Group, Pittsburgh, USA
Project: JW Steak House, JW Marriott Hotel

Working in the worlds leading hotel, Grosvenor House, London, JRS secured a contract to work with Caruso Design 
Group in their creation of an authentic Steak House located within Grosvenor House. 

The level of detail required was ideal for the JRS craftsman and working with a palate of materials ranging from, Zinc 
to Mahogany and using the finest French polishing techniques JRS group delivered a spectacular finish to this new, 
exciting and invigorating Steakhouse.

JW STEAk 
HoUSE
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Client:  St Mellion International Golf Resort
Location:  Cornwall, England
Designers:  keen Design, Birmingham, England  
Project:  St Mellion International Golf Resort

As part of the £20M refurbishment of St Mellion International Golf Resort in Cornwall, JRS were invited to work Keen 
Design for the manufacture and fit-out of all public areas and restaurants within this contemporary hotel.

Using a combination of natural material, hand selected elm to natural local stone in the bar areas through to hand 
crafted upholstery.

ST MELLIoN
INTERNATIoNAL
HoTEL
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Client: Saf Restaurants
Locations: London, England – Istanbul, Turkey
Designers: LS Design
project: Saf Restaurant, Whole Foods Market, London, England

Saf Restaurants are the of epitome plant based, botanical dining. JRS Group were chosen by Saf to work on their 
latest concept restaurant in the globally acclaimed Whole Food Store, London. 

The 80 cover restaurant features a multitude of spectacular finishes and JRS as the main contractor manufactured 
many elements from the Zinc bar top to the specialist Stainless Steel wall panels, American Oak features to 
beautifully sculptured panelling below the bar. The hand selected oak floor sealed with an innovated anti-slip coating 
to the central acoustic ceiling, designed specifically to fit within the restricted space. 

SAF
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Client: The North Face
Location: Cabot Circus, Bristol, England
Designers: Studio Brombini Saccardo, Italy
project: North Face Retail Fit-out

The North Face epitomizes the true outdoor life style and their store in Bristol optimises the brand.
 
JRS Group carried out the main contractor’s role working closely with Italian designers to promote a feeling of open 
space and ruggedness whilst providing attention to detail. Co-ordinating all trades from various corners of the world 
with a combined ‘fast track’ programme. JRS delivered the Endurance store with synchronised perfection to the 
scheduled requirement of The North Face.

THE
NoRTH 
FACE
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13
Client: The Dune group, London, England
Locations: Department Stores throughout the UK
Designers: Four-by-Two, London, England
Project: Shop in Shop Concessions

Working with one of the UK’s leading designers, Four-by-Two, JRS Group assisted in the development of the new 
shop in shop concept to capitalise on Dune’s fabulous shoes and accessories within the department  
store environment.

From creating prototypes to full production of all the shopfitting components including, mid floor displays, perimeter 
system, signage, upholstery, glass, mirrors and decoration. JRS took overall control of the 4 week roll out project 
from surveying of the store, liaison with the design and store management teams, logistics, installation to hand over 
of the 50 Shop in Shop concessions. 

DUNE
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SHUZ

Client: Shuz
Location: London
Designers: Four-by-Two, London
Project: Kings Road, London

Bringing their international brand to a flagship store in the iconic kings Road, this independent family owned 
company secured the services of Four-by-Two, the renowned specialist designers.

JRS were chosen by Shuz specifically for their understanding of theatrical shopfitting techniques whilst maximising 
the retail area making them the ideal partner for the fit out. This turnkey project encapsulated many contemporary 
ideas using modern materials through to traditional architecture, taking everyday objects and converting them into 
functional display items such as the grand piano to a cash desk.
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Client: Lakeland Ltd, Windermere, England
Location:  UK
Designers: Lumsden @ Small Back Room, London, England
project: oracle Shopping Centre, Reading, England

The family business of Lakeland is a success story in itself and for over 40 years they have been pleasuring 
customers with their focus on Homewares. 

Within the prestigious Oracle Shopping Centre in Reading, Lakeland appointed JRS Group as the main contractor to 
bring to life a store over two levels as well as manufacturing all the specialist joinery elements including the ‘Country 
Style Cash Desk’ and feature oak ceiling beams.

LAkELAND
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More

Moss Outlet Choice

G-Star Rocky’s
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More
Space Nk

Habitat Plymouth Gin

St Micheal’s Hotel
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I N N o V A T I o N
o U R  C o M M I T M E N T  T o  T H E  F U T U R E  o F  S T o R E  F I T T I N g

I hope you have enjoyed the JRS Yearbook and you will see that my company continually pushes 

the boundaries of innovation and technology within the storefitting and hospitality arena.

The use of many different materials from sustainable sources is at the forefront of my company’s 

commitment and as we peer into the future of our industry I am sure we are in for massive 

changes at every level. 

The E retail revolution arrived and will continue to develop. However, shopping centres are loved 

by Retailers and Customers alike, the High Street will regenerate itself. Restaurants, Cafes and 

Bars will remain the meeting point as they always have been. The English pub has reinvented its 

self with many guises but above all, we, as people still enjoy meeting, shopping and eating out 

however the environments we enjoy them in will be undergoing a radical shift.

At JRS we have been working with electronic media companies who are developing a vast range 

of products that will excite shoppers from multi-media changing rooms to theatre style retail 

space, the change in ambiances of minimalism and purism will always compliment traditionalism. 

 

We are committed to finding ways to bring ideas to market faster, quicker and more  

cost effectively. 

I have a commitment to my colleagues for training ensuring they are the best at their profession 

and this is ingrained as part of the Richards tradition and philosophy. 

We are placing an emphasis on ensuring that entrepreneurial retailers will be able to realise their 

dreams and we will work relentlessly in finding new materials and ways in which to produce the 

best shop fittings for you, our Customer.

Peter Richards
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